
TRADEMARK AGENT EXAMINATION 

INSTRUCTIONS TO CANDIDATES 

 

1. The only aids permitted are the copies of the Trade-marks Act and Trade-marks 
Regulations provided by CIPO and an unmarked dictionary (English or French or 
French/English). 
 

2. Cell phones, smart phones, and any device that allows for wireless communication or the 
retrieval of information from memory may not be used during the examination. 

 

3. You must place your assigned number on each examination paper, answer book and 
envelope. No other form of identification is permitted on any material submitted.  
 

4. There are two parts to this exam – Part A and Part B, and you are allowed three hours for 
each part. There are 150 marks available for each part so allocate your time accordingly. 

 

5. At the conclusion of each examination session, insert the examination paper together with 
the answer book(s) into the envelope and seal the envelope.  

 

6. Marks will be provided for an answer (or a part of an answer) that: 
 clearly identifies the question being answered, BY NUMBER; 
 is written LEGIBLY, IN INK, double-spaced within the indicated margins in THE 

ANSWER BOOK;  
 is provided on the right-hand pages of the answer book ONLY; and 
 provides the most precise reference possible when asked to cite the relevant 

provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or Trade-marks Regulations (i.e. section, sub-
section and/or paragraph). 

 

7. Marks will NOT be given for 
 anything written on a left-hand page of the answer book or on the examination itself; 

and 
 anything that cannot be deciphered with a reasonable degree of certainty. 

 

8. Salutations, signatures and other formalities of correspondence are not required in your 
answers; substance is important. Read each question carefully and ensure that your 
answer responds to the question posed. Answers given in point form are acceptable except 
where the question specifically asks you to draft or write your answer. 
 



9. Where a question asks you to cite the relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or 
Trade-marks Regulations, you must provide the most precise reference possible (i.e. 
section, sub-section and/or paragraph). 
 

10. Where a question asks you to list a specific number of answers, for example, “list two 
options”, only the number of answers specified in the question will be marked.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TRADE-MARK AGENT EXAM 2015 
PAPER B 

Total Marks: 150  
 

 
QUESTION 1 (24 marks) 
 
Your client, Happy Jungle Inc., an Ontario-based company, owns the trademark HAPPY 
JUNGLE, registered in Canada under registration number TMA666,777 in association with pet 
food and pet toys. Your client has been using its trademark HAPPY JUNGLE in Sudbury since 
2010 in association with pet food and pet toys, as well as its identical trade name to identify its 
business of manufacturing and selling of those goods.  
 
The President of Happy Jungle Inc. contacts you today because the following application, 
advertised in the October 21, 2015 edition of the Trade-marks Journal, has just been brought to 
his attention: 
 

__________________________________________________________ 
 
1,777,888. 2014/04/22. Animal World Canada Inc., 155 Riverside Road, 
Calgary, ALBERTA T1X 1E1  
 

JOLLY JUNGLE 
 

GOODS: pet food; dietary supplements for animals. Proposed use in 
CANADA. 

 
PRODUITS: nourriture pour animaux; suppléments alimentaires pour 
animaux. Emploi projeté au CANADA.  
__________________________________________________________ 

 
 
Your client is of the view that JOLLY JUNGLE is confusingly similar to its own trademark and 
trade name HAPPY JUNGLE and is concerned that both marks and names may create confusion 
in the marketplace, especially given that Happy Jungle Inc. has serious expansion projects across 
the country.  
 
Some preliminary searches on the applicant’s website revealed a press release announcing that 
Animal World Canada Inc. launched the JOLLY JUNGLE line of pet food and dietary 
supplements in January 2014 in Calgary.  
 
Further to your discussion with your client and on the basis of your recommendation, you receive 
instructions to prepare and file a statement of opposition against application number 1,777,888 
filed by Animal World Canada Inc. 
  



 
a. What is your initial deadline to file the statement of opposition? Support your answer with 

the relevant provision of the Trade-marks Act. (1.5 mark)  
 

b. In the event that you need more time to prepare the statement of opposition, what is the 
maximum extension that the Registrar will grant without the consent of the applicant? 
(1 mark) 

 
c. List the five (5) most relevant grounds of opposition in point form that you will include in 

your statement of opposition. (5 marks) For each ground, list the relevant provisions of 
the Trade-marks Act (5 marks) Only the first five (5) grounds of opposition will be 
marked (10 marks in total)  

 
d. As the opponent in the opposition proceeding, you explain to your client that there is an 

initial evidential burden on the opponent to adduce sufficient evidence from which it can 
be concluded that the facts alleged to support each ground of opposition do exist. For each 
of the five (5) grounds of opposition included in your statement of opposition, briefly 
explain the nature of the supporting evidence that you will eventually need to file and 
state the material date for the evaluation of said evidence. (5 marks in total) 

 
e. Your client asks you if it will be possible to file additional evidence at a later stage of the 

opposition proceeding if required.  You explain to your client that you would need to 
request leave to file additional evidence which would only be granted by the Registrar if it 
is satisfied that it is in the interests of justice. State the relevant provision(s) of the Trade-
marks Act or Trade-marks Regulations to request such leave from the Registrar (0.5 
mark) and list four (4) circumstances that could be considered by the Registrar to 
evaluate the request (4 marks) (4.5 marks in total) 
 

f. Your client also asks you if the applicant will have the obligation to submit evidence to 
the Registrar in support of its application. Answer by YES or NO and provide a short 
explanation for your answer. Cite any relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or 
Trade-marks Regulations in support of your answer.  (2 marks) 

 
 
QUESTION 2 (6 marks) 
 
Mr. Meredith is President of a well-known clothing company Stitch. The company intended to 
launch a new line of clothing under the mark WHIMSY. In order to keep the launch secret from 
competitors, the proposed use trademark application (for various items of clothing) was filed in 
the name of Mr. Meredith’s wife. A day before the launch, Mrs. Meredith assigns the application 
to Stitch. Your client opposed the application, soon after it was advertised, on the basis of 
confusion with his registered mark. The launch overlapped with opposition proceedings. The 
above history of the application has just been revealed at the cross-examination of Mr. Meredith.  
 

a. What ground of opposition would you want to add? (1 mark) How would you propose to 
add it? Cite the relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or Trade-marks Regulations. 
(1 mark) 



 
b. How would you justify your request for leave to amend the statement of opposition on 

record? List four (4) justifications. (4 marks) 
 
 
QUESTION 3 (2 marks) 

You represent a party in an opposition proceeding. You have provided documents to the other 
party pursuant to undertakings at cross-examination. It turns out that the documents are helpful to 
your case, so the other party did not file them with the Board.  
 
If you wanted the undertakings to become part of the evidence of record, how would you 
proceed? (1 mark) Cite the relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or Trade-marks 
Regulations. (1 mark) 
 
 
QUESTION 4 (3 marks) 

You represent a party in an opposition proceeding. Your client Mr. Hum, who lives in Florida, 
filed an affidavit. He has taken ill and will not be able to travel to Canada to attend a scheduled 
cross-examination. The other party has requested the Board to rule that his affidavit not form part 
of the record. You want the affidavit to remain part of the record. List three (3) alternatives to 
personal attendance in Canada that might be acceptable to the Board.  (3 marks) 
 
 
QUESTION 5 (4 marks) 
 
You have filed a trademark application on behalf of a client. The application is opposed. The 
statement of opposition alleges confusion with the opponent’s registered trademark and also 
alleges confusion with a trademark application filed by the opponent prior to the date of first use 
claimed by your client. The opponent’s application was pending at the date of advertisement. 
When the date of the oral hearing arrives, the opponent’s registration had been expunged 
pursuant to a s. 45 proceeding and the opponent’s application had been deemed abandoned 
pursuant to s. 36 of the Trade-marks Act.  
 

a. Is the s. 12(1)(d) ground of opposition still valid? Answer by YES or NO (1 mark) and 
briefly explain your answer (1 mark). 
 

b. Is the s. 16(1)(b) ground of opposition still valid? Answer by YES or NO. (1 mark) and 
briefly explain your answer (1 mark). 
 

  



 
QUESTION 6 (3 marks) 
 
Your client asked you to arrange the issuance of a Section 45 notice. Your client has reasons to 
believe that some of the affidavit evidence submitted by the Registrant is inaccurate and 
misleading. Your client wants you to cross-examine the affiant on his affidavit. Can you do so? 
Yes or No. (1 mark) Briefly explain why or why not (1 mark) and cite the leading case 
supporting your answer (1 mark). 
 
 
QUESTION 7 (5 marks) 
 
In a section 45 proceeding, the Registrar will usually only grant one extension of time beyond the 
maximum benchmark of four months on a case-by-case basis and only if it determines, on the 
facts of the particular case, that the circumstances justify a further extension of time. List 5 
examples of what the Registrar may consider a circumstance justifying a further extension of the 
time within which to file evidence in a Section 45 proceeding (5 marks). 
 
 
QUESTION 8 (4 marks) 
 
A mark was advertised in the Trade-marks Journal on January 1, 2015. You filed a request for an 
extension of time to oppose on February 20, 2015, however, due to inadvertent delays at the 
Trade-marks Office, your request was not noticed until after the mark was allowed.  
 

a) Is it too late to have the opposition proceeding commence because the application was 
allowed?  Answer by YES or NO (1 mark) and cite the relevant provision(s) of the 
Trade-marks Act or Trade-marks Regulations (1 mark) 
 

b) Is it too late to have the opposition proceeding commence if the mark was registered? 
Answer by YES or NO (1 mark) and briefly explain your answer. (1 mark)  

 
 
QUESTION 9 (2 marks) 
 
Your client organizes medieval joust events. You have filed a trademark application for his 
heraldic looking shield design mark. The Examination Section of the Trade-marks Office objects 
that your client’s shield design so nearly resembles as to be likely to be mistaken for the crest of 
the municipal corporation of the Town of Carta which is virtually identical to your client’s mark. 
The Registrar had previously given public notice of the town’s adoption and use of the crest.  
 
How would you overcome the Examination Section’s objection? (1 mark) Cite the relevant 
provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or Trade-marks Regulations. (1 mark) 
 
 
  



 
QUESTION 10 (10 marks) 
 
True or False 
 

a. In general, submitting a false Declaration of Use (i.e., where there is no use of the mark in 
respect of any of the goods or services with which the mark is proposed to be used) is a 
ground for invalidating the registration under section 57 of the Trade-marks Act.  

 
b. In a passing-off action, damages are limited to actual damages. 

 
c. Infringement is not available as a cause of action in respect of unregistered marks. 

 
d. No registration of a trademark prevents a person from making any bona fide use of his 

personal name as a trade name. 
 

e. The scope of Section 19 of the Trade-marks Act is limited to the unauthorized use of the 
identical trademark registered by a plaintiff, as a trademark, in association with the 
identical goods and services. 

 
f. In an infringement action, variations as to the appearance of the marks as actually used 

are relevant in determining whether the defendant’s trademark is confusing with the 
plaintiff’s registered mark. 

 
g. The mechanism by which a trademark owner may request assistance from customs 

officials in detaining goods imported to or exported from Canada under section 51.04 of 
the Trade-marks Act is open to both registered and unregistered trademarks.  

 
h. Passing off is limited to protecting trade indicia, such as trademarks, trade names and 

trade dress.  
 

i. An action alleging depreciation of goodwill under section 22 of the action requires that 
the defendant’s use of the plaintiff’s registered mark fall within the definition of use as set 
out in Section 4 of the Act. 

 
j. The owner of a registration can bring an action for infringement regardless of where 

in Canada the two parties’ marks are actually used. 
 
 
QUESTION 11 (3 marks) 
 
List the three (3) key components to be proven in a passing-off action. (3 marks) 
 
  



 
QUESTION 12 (5 marks) 
 
Your client, the National Film Board of Canada (NFBC), seeks your advice regarding the 
publication of a public notice for a new official mark pursuant to subsection 9(1)( n)(iii) of the 
Trade-marks Act. 
 
Assuming that the NFBC complies with the definition of a public authority, your client needs 
your advice on the required evidence of adoption and use of an official mark.  
 

a. According to the Practice Notice “Official Marks pursuant Sub-paragraph 9(1)(n)(iii)”, 
state the element that the evidence of adoption and use should demonstrate and support 
your answer with the leading  case. (2 marks) 

 
b. According to the Practice Notice “Official Marks pursuant Sub-paragraph 9(1)(n)(iii)”, 

indicate in the following examples if the evidence was found to be sufficient or 
insufficient to show adoption and use of official marks by the public authority. For each 
example, simply indicate “sufficient” or “insufficient”. (3 marks in total) 
 
1. Advertising the official mark on a government website in connection with an Internet 

service even though the actual service is not yet available.  
2. Internal use of an official mark in correspondence, e-mails and memoranda.  
3. Evidence of adoption and use of an official mark by a licensee.  

 
 
QUESTION 13 (26 marks) 
 
On behalf of your client, you have requested the issuance of a Section 45 Notice against the 
trademark ESTATE owned by Jazz Paints. The mark is registered in association with the 
following goods and services: 
 
Goods:  
 
(1) wallpaper 
(2) paints, namely interior and exterior latex paint 
(3) paint rollers and brushes 
(4) painting trays, measuring buckets, roller extensions and paint mixers sold as a complete kit 
(5) paint can openers 
(6) drywall paper tape 
 
Services: 
 
(1) operation of retail wallpaper and paint stores 
(2) consulting services in the field of painting and decorating 
 
The Section 45 Notice was issued against Jazz Paints’ trademark on May 15, 2015 and the 
following affidavit was filed in response to said Notice: 



 
 

AFFIDAVIT OF MAX RUSSO 
 

I, Max Russo, of the City of Montreal, Quebec, hereby make oath and say as follows: 
 
1. I am the Principal Officer and Vice-President of Jazz Paints, the owner of the trademark 

ESTATE, and have held this position since 1993. By virtue of my position with Jazz 
Paints and having access to the business records and documents of Jazz Paints, I have 
personal knowledge of the matters set out herein. 
 

2. This Affidavit is submitted in response to a notice issued by the Registrar of Trademarks 
of the Canadian Intellectual Property Office dated May 15, 2015 pursuant to Section 45 of 
the Trade-marks Act against the registration no. TMA207,695 for the trademark 
ESTATE. The ESTATE trademark is registered in association with the following goods 
and services (the “Goods” and “Services”): 
 

GOODS: (1) wallpaper 
(2) latex paints, namely interior and exterior paint 
(3) paint rollers and brushes 
(4) painting trays, measuring buckets, roller extensions and paint mixers 

sold as a complete kit 
(5) paint can openers 
(6) drywall paper tape 
 

SERVICES: (1) operation of retail wallpaper and paint stores 
(2) consulting services in the field of painting and decorating 
 

 
 

3. In accordance with the Registrar’s Notice, Jazz Paints must show use of the ESTATE 
trademark between May 15, 2012 and May 15, 2015 (the “Relevant Period”). 
 

4. Jazz Paints is the owner of the well-known Montreal-based ESTATE retail store. The 
store has been located on Peel Street since its opening in the 1950’s. The trademark 
ESTATE has been continuously displayed on the front of the store since its opening, 
including during the Relevant Period. Attached as Exhibit “A” of my affidavit are 
representative photos of the sign affixed to the store front and on which the ESTATE 
trademark is prominently displayed. 
 

5. The ESTATE retail store specializes in selling wallpaper and offers the largest in-house 
stock of wallpapers in the Province. As such, we are able to offer to our clients a wide 
selection of wallpapers from around the world. We carry the best known brands as well as 
exclusive designer selections.  
 

6. We also sell various paints and related products, making our ESTATE store a one stop 
shop with respect to wall covering. 



 
7. Attached in bulk as Exhibit “B” of my affidavit are screen shots taken from our website 

www.estatewallpaper.com. The pictures shown in these screen shots were taken in our 
ESTATE store and show the wallpaper and paint sections of our store, where our products 
are offered for sale. These pictures illustrate how wallpaper and paint were offered for 
sale during the Relevant Period. 
 

8. Being a family store, some of our employees have been working at the ESTATE store for 
more than 30 years.  
 

9. The daughter of one of our employees, who has completed her education in interior 
design, has successfully launched her own consulting business in the decorating and 
painting fields. During the Relevant Period, she offered her services to our clients and 
even sometimes scheduled meetings with them at our ESTATE store in order to facilitate 
their shopping experience. 
 

10. In addition to our Services, Jazz Paints also uses the ESTATE trademark in association 
with the Goods listed in paragraph 2 of my affidavit. All of our sales are made in our 
Montreal-based store. 
 

11. As already mentioned, Jazz Paints sells the largest stock of wallpaper of the Province. We 
have sold for more than $500 000 of high-end wallpaper during the Relevant Period.  
 

12. Attached in bulk as Exhibit “C” of my affidavit are representative invoices issued by Jazz 
Paints to consumers showing sales of wallpaper during the Relevant Period. The attached 
invoices clearly indicate “wallpaper” in the description of the products sold. 
 

13. During the Relevant Period, paint marked with the ESTATE trademark has been sold to 
customers of our store. At all relevant times including during the Relevant Period, the 
ESTATE trademark was marked by way of a permanent label glued to the paint 
containers. Attached as Exhibit “D” are representative photographs of paint containers 
marked with the ESTATE labels as they appeared during the Relevant Period. 
 

14. We sell both interior and exterior paint. Attached in bulk as Exhibit “E” are representative 
invoices issued by Jazz Paints to consumers and showing sales of ESTATE latex interior 
paint and alkyd exterior paint during the Relevant Period. The attached invoices clearly 
indicate the brand and the type of paint sold. 
 

15. We also sell our own branded paint rollers and brushes. All of our paint rollers and 
brushes are sold in a packaging bearing the ESTATE trademark. Attached as EXHIBIT 
“F” is an actual packaging bearing the ESTATE trademark for a 12 inches paint roller. 
Said packaging is representative and similar to all packaging currently used to sell our 
pain rollers and brushes.  

 
16. Attached as Exhibit “G” to my affidavit are representative invoices recently issued by 

Jazz Paints to consumers and showing sales of ESTATE paint rollers and brushes. The 



attached invoices clearly indicate the brand and the type of product sold, namely paint 
rollers and brushes. 
 

17. In order to really enhance our customers’ experience and truly be a one stop shop, we also 
sell painting kits, which include various tools to get you started as soon as you leave the 
store. Each kit is comprised of a paint mixer, two painting trays, one measuring bucket 
and a roller extension. 
 

18. Our clients get a volume discount when they purchase a complete kit, although it is 
possible to buy each item separately. I attach as Exhibit “H” invoices issued by Jazz 
Paints issued during the Relevant Period and evidencing the sale of ESTATE painting 
kits. Painting kits have always been a great seller at our store. During the Relevant Period, 
Jazz Paints sold more than 5000 kits to our customers. 

 
19. With each purchase of interior or exterior paint, we give an ESTATE branded can opener 

to our client as an appreciative gesture. I attach as Exhibit “I” a picture of a metal paint 
can opener which clearly shows the trademark ESTATE engraved at the end of the 
opener. This picture is representative of the paint can openers given to our clients during 
the Relevant Period. Since a can opener is offered with all paint purchases, I refer to the 
Exhibit “E” invoices attached to my affidavit showing sales of paint. 
 

20. We have also always sold drywall paper tape. However, we had to stop selling the tape at 
the end of March 2003 because the company that manufactured our ESTATE branded 
drywall tape went out of business. We have been searching for another provider but found 
it difficult to find a tape of equal quality. However, we are currently negotiating an 
agreement with a new manufacturer and remain hopeful to have this product back on the 
market before the end of 2015. 
 

For each of the goods and services associated with the registration, provide your client with an 
opinion on whether they will be maintained or expunged and explain why. Base your opinion 
solely on the evidence provided and relevant principles of law. Case law does not need to be cited 
unless specifically requested. 
 
a. For goods (1), advise if wallpaper will be maintained or expunged (1 mark). Give one 

reason to support your opinion (1 mark). 
 

b. For goods (2), advise if latex paints, namely interior and exterior paint will be maintained or 
expunged (2 marks). For each of the wares, explain why (3 marks). 
 

c. For goods (3), advise if paint rollers and brushes will be maintained or expunged (1 mark).  
Give two reasons to support your opinion. (2 marks). 
 

d. For goods (4), advise if painting trays, measuring buckets, roller extensions and paint mixers 
sold as a complete kit will be maintained or expunged (1 mark). Give one reason to support 
your opinion (1 mark) and cite any relevant provision of the Trade-marks Act (1 mark)  
 



e. For goods (5), advise if paint can openers will be maintained or expunged (1 mark). Give 
one reason to support your opinion (1 mark). 
 

f. For goods (6), advise if drywall paper tape will be maintained or expunged (1 mark). 
Explain why based on the applicable criteria (3 marks) and cite one decision supporting 
your answer (1 mark). 

 
g. For services (1), advise if operation of retail wallpaper and paint stores will be maintained or 

expunged (1 mark). Give two reasons to support your answer (2 marks).  
 

h. For services (2), advise if consulting services in the field of painting and decorating will be 
maintained or expunged (1 mark). Give one reason to support your opinion (1 mark) and 
cite any relevant provision of the Trade-marks Act (1 mark). 
 

 
QUESTION 14 (2 marks) 
 
True or False: the requesting party to a section 45 proceeding can unilaterally request its 
discontinuance (1 mark). Give one reason in support of your answer (1 mark). 
 
 
QUESTION 15 (2 marks) 
 
An important principle associated with Section 45 proceedings has been established by the Court 
of Appeal in Plough (Canada) Ltd. v. Aerosol Fillers Inc. (1980), 53 C.P.R. (2d) 62. What is this 
principle (2 marks)? 
 
 
QUESTION 16 (2 marks) 
 
True or False: a trademark that maintains its identity and recognisability but does not preserve its 
dominant features will be maintained on the register with the appropriate evidence of use (1 
mark). Cite the leading case supporting your answer (1 mark). 
 
 
QUESTION 17 (2 marks) 
 
Based on the Practice Notice in Section 45 proceedings, identify two circumstances where the 
Registrar will refuse to issue a Section 45 notice (2 marks). 
 
 
QUESTION 18 (2 marks) 
 
The purpose of a certification mark is different from the purpose of a trademark. Briefly state the 
purpose of (a) a certification mark (1 mark) and (b) a trademark (1 mark). 
 
 



QUESTION 19 (5 marks) 
 
What are the three (3) requirements for an applicant to obtain a certification mark? (3 marks).  
Cite any relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or Trade-mark Regulations (2 marks) 
 
 
QUESTION 20 (7 marks) 
 
Parent Co. and its subsidiary Sub Co. began manufacturing widgets under the mark WIDG in 
1985. The widgets made by Sub indicate that Sub is using the mark WIDG under license from the 
trademark owner, Parent. In 1987, Parent stops making widgets; Sub carries on as before. In 1994 
Parent and Sub sign a formal agreement giving Parent direct control over the quality of the 
widgets made by Sub. At that time, Sub stops identifying Parent as the owner of the mark WIDG 
or that Sub is manufacturing the widgets under license. 
 
In 2015, Parent files a trademark application for WIDG claiming use in association with widgets 
since 1985.  
 

a) Is Parent’s claim to use since 1985 a valid claim? YES or NO. (1 mark)  
 

b) List four (4) reasons to support your answer (4 marks) citing any relevant provision(s) of 
the Trade-marks Act or Trade-mark Regulations (2 marks). 

 
 
QUESTION 21 (2 marks) 
 
You are a newly registered trademark agent and have started your own business. You have 
decided to include on each invoice a detailed explanation of the work that has been performed, 
but to provide the client with one global amount including, as the case may be, your fees, the 
amount attributable to disbursements and the applicable taxes. One of your clients has asked you 
to change its invoice so that it can see what portion of the invoice is related to your fees. You 
explain to your client that you cannot modify the format of your invoice because of your 
accounting software. Is this a good practice (yes or no) (1 mark)? Give a reason in support of 
your answer (1 mark). 
 
 
QUESTION 22 (2 marks) 
 
You are a registered trade-mark agent and have been working with a client for several years on 
various trademark issues. You have intimate knowledge of its activities due to the services you 
have rendered over the years. During lunchtime at a practice group meeting with co-workers, you 
discuss the recent difficulties encountered by your client, who has been involved in high profile 
litigation and is facing fraud accusations for which you do not represent this client. Are you 
entitled to discuss this topic with your co-workers as it remains behind your office’s doors (yes or 
no) (1 mark)? Give one reason in support of your answer (1 mark). 
 



QUESTION 23 (1 mark) 
 
What is the most important attribute of a trademark agent (1 mark)? 
 
 
QUESTION 24 (3 marks) 
 
Your client has been actively involved in various legal proceedings against a competitor. Your 
client has requested that you file a statement of opposition against each of the trademarks 
advertised in the name of said competitor or affiliate, even if it has no valid grounds of opposition 
against the trademarks. Your client also advises you to never provide your consent to any 
extension of time that could be requested on behalf of its competitor. This situation has been 
going on for a while and you consider your options so that you may respect your duties as a 
trademark agent. Can you withdraw your services toward this client (yes or no) (1 mark)? Give 
one reason in support of your answer (1 mark). Regardless of your answer, what do you have to 
do in order to withdraw your services (1 mark)? 
 
 
QUESTION 25 (4 marks) 
 
Mr. Herbert is the President of Tont Inc. and is also President of an affiliated company, Bonk Inc. 
Mr. Herbert owns all the shares of Tont and Tont owns all the shares of Bonk. Both companies 
have used the mark TOE for tugboat services since 1995. Tont handles smaller tonnage vessels 
and Bonk handles larger tonnage vessels. In 2015 Tont files a trademark application for the mark 
TOE based on use of the mark since 1995. The mark is opposed. One of the grounds of 
opposition is that the mark is not distinctive of Tont’s services because Bonk has used the same 
mark for the same services. In an affidavit filed in opposition proceedings, Mr. Herbert states: 
 

“I am the controlling mind of both companies and I ensure that both 
companies perform their services to the same quality standards.” 

 
How could you use this statement to defend against the non-distinctiveness allegation? List four 
(4) reasons to support your answer, citing any relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act or 
Trade-mark Regulations (4 marks). 
 
 
QUESTION 26 (8 marks)  
 
La Bamba Inc., a corporation constituted under the Quebec Business Corporations Act, 
specializes in the manufacture and retail sale of frozen pastries. Since commencing operations in 
July 2013, the frozen pastries are sold under the trademark LA BAMBA in grocery stores located 
in the Greater Montreal area. Given the huge commercial success of the LA BAMBA treats, La 
Bamba Inc. is now considering expanding into other provinces, particularly Ontario where a very 
promising market study was conducted. La Bamba Inc. never filed an application for the 
registration of its trademark LA BAMBA. 
 



Mr. Ricky Balens, the President of La Bamba Inc., has been recently made aware that Frozen 
Treats Inc., a corporation based in Toronto, has just launched a virtually identical product sold 
under the brand LAS BAMBAS, available in the Toronto Greater area. Frozen Treats Inc. also 
recently filed an application for the registration of the trademark LAS BAMBAS in association 
with frozen pastries on the basis of use in Canada since at least as early as July 2015. 
 
Mr. Balens is concerned that Frozen Treats Inc. will become an obstacle to its commercial 
projects and he contacts you to ask you some questions and to evaluate his options.   
 

a. Regarding a potential opposition against the application for the registration of the mark 
LAS BAMBAS, does the fact that both parties’ trademarks are not used in the same 
geographical location have any impact on the assessment of the likelihood of confusion 
between the marks? Answer by YES or NO (1 mark) and support your answer with a 
brief explanation (1 mark)  

 
b. Regarding a potential passing-off action against the use of the mark LAS BAMBAS, does 

the fact that both parties’ trademarks are not used in the same geographical location have 
any impact on the chances of success of La Bamba Inc.? Answer by YES or NO (1 mark) 
and support your answer with a brief explanation (1 mark)  
 

c. If La Bamba Inc. does not file an opposition at the time the application for LAS 
BAMBAS is advertised in the Trade-marks Journal but later decides to attack the validity 
of the registration if/once registered, under what basis can La Bamba do so and what is 
the time frame to initiate the invalidity action? (2 marks) Support each answer with the 
relevant provision(s) of the Trade-marks Act. (2 marks) 

 
 
QUESTION 27 (11 marks) 
 
Match each principle with the relevant case law: 
 
1. In deciding whether a word mark is clearly 
descriptive, the Court needs to consider 
whether the mark is, in association with the 
goods, an elliptical reference to the goods or of 
their effect. 
 

A. Masterpiece Inc. v. Alavida Lifestyles Inc. 
[2011] 2 SCR 387 
 

2. Section 19 of the Trade-marks Act does not 
give the owner of a registration the automatic 
right to obtain any further registrations no 
matter how closely they may be related to the 
original registration. 
 

B.Coronet-Werke Heinrich Schlerf GmbH v. 
Produits Ménagers Coronet Inc. (1984), 4 CPR 
(3d) 108 , (TMOB); Groupe Lavo Inc. v. 
Procter & Gamble Inc. (1990), 32 CPR (3d) 
533 (TMOB)  
 

3. In determining the sufficiency of a statement 
of opposition after evidence is filed, regard 
must be had to the evidence to see if the 

C. Mattel U.S.A. Inc. v. 3894207 Canada Inc. 
[2006] 1 S.C.R. 772 
 



applicant has been provided with sufficient 
detail to make an adequate reply. Once 
evidence is filed, it is too late to go back and 
assess the pleadings as if the evidence was not 
filed. The filed evidence may cure inadequacies 
in the pleadings. 
 
4. The preferable approach in assessing 
resemblance between an applied-for mark and 
the opponent’s mark is to first consider whether 
there are aspects of the trademarks that are 
particularly striking or unique. If the dominant 
components of the marks are the same or very 
similar, and there is nothing striking or unique 
about the other components of the marks, then 
it is very difficult not to find a strong 
resemblance as a whole between the two 
marks. 
 

D. McDonald's Corp. v. Yogi Yogurt Ltd. 
(1982), 66 C.P.R. (2d) 101  (FC) 
 

5. The notion that there is a “light evidential 
burden” on the opponent to put s. 30 of the 
Trade-marks Act into issue conflicts with the 
notion that the opponent must show that the 
applicant’s evidence is "clearly inconsistent" 
with the applicant's claims set forth in its 
application. Multiple diverse considerations 
inform the assessment of evidence including its 
provenance (i.e., its quality and reliability), the 
absence of evidence that might reasonably be 
expected to exist, whether the evidence has 
been tested on cross-examination and if so, 
how it fared. 
 

E. Philip Morris v. Imperial Tobacco et al 
(1987) 13 C.P.R. (3d) 289 
 
 

6. Trademarks are something of an anomaly in 
intellectual property law because the owner of 
a trademark is not required to provide the 
public with some novel benefit in exchange for 
a monopoly. However, trademarks serve an 
important public interest in assuring consumers 
that they are buying from the source from 
whom they think they are buying and receiving 
the quality which they associate with that 
particular trademark. Trademarks thus operate 
as a kind of shortcut to get consumers to where 
they want to go and in that way perform a key 
function in a market economy.  

F. Aerosol Fillers Inc. v. Plough (Canada) Ltd. 
(1979) 45 CPR(2d) 194 (FCTD)  
 



7. A word mark that is clearly descriptive in 
block letter form cannot become registrable 
simply because the letters are written in a 
fanciful script. This is because a mere 
embellishment of the letters comprising the 
words cannot be dissociated from the words 
themselves. 
 

G. S.C. Johnson & Son, Ltd. et al. v. Marketing 
International Ltd. (1979) 44 CPR (2d) (SCC) 
 

8. Statements in an affidavit should be precise 
and more particularly so with respect to an 
affidavit filed under s. 45 [of the Trade-marks 
Act] because it is not subject to cross-
examination. Affidavit testimony should not be 
susceptible of more than one interpretation and 
if it is then the interpretation adverse to the 
interest of the party who filed it should be 
adopted. 
 

H. Canadian Jewish Review Ltd. v. The 
Registrar of Trade Marks (1961) 37 CPR 89 
(ExC) 
 

9. An opponent cannot merely rely on a series 
of registered marks in order to claim the 
advantage of a family of trademarks. The 
opponent must prove use of each mark in the 
family. 
 

I. Monsport Inc. v. Vetements de Sport Bonnie 
(1978) Ltée (1988) 22 CPR (3d) 356 (FCTD) 
 

10. An opponent is not required to prove that 
confusion has actually occurred. It is important 
to note, however, that the Court is entitled to 
draw negative conclusions about the 
opponent’s case if, despite a substantial period 
of co-existence in the market-place, no 
instances of actual confusion are established. 
 

J. Bacardi & Co. v. Corporativo de Marcas 
GJB, S.A. de C.V. (2014), 122 C.P.R. (4th) 389 
(FC) 
 

11. The purpose and scope of s. 45 is to provide 
a simple, summary and expeditious procedure 
for removing "deadwood" from the register. 
Evidence of a single sale, whether wholesale or 
retail, in the normal course of trade may well 
suffice so long as it follows the pattern of a 
genuine commercial transaction and is not seen 
as being deliberately manufactured or contrived 
to protect the registration of the trademark. 
There is no need or justification for evidentiary 
overkill.  
 

K. Novopharm Limited v. AstraZeneca AB et 
al. (2002) 21 CPR (4th) 289 (FCA) 
 

 


